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ABSTRACT: Unmanned rotary-wing aircrafts or rotorcrafts are often prone to diverse atmospheric
turbulences, and undeniably, abrupt gusts are reckoned to be the most acquainted commotion of them. Time
and again, gust turbulence have dictated being the regulating trigger for countless mishaps concerning micro
aerial vehicles. Given that the core/main rotor provides principal lift along with governing directional control
and dynamic stability for any rotorcraft, the demeanors of thrust or induced air-flow through the gyrating blades
largely signify the barebones of its functionality. This paper presents an idiosyncratic approach towards
reviewing the impact of wind gust on rotor induced aerodynamic flow performance of an unmanned rotorcraft.
Artificial gusts have been generated through the inherent concept of forced pitched oscillation without the use
of any conventional wind tunnel. Gust air-speed and the rotor induced air-speed are gauged through the same
contraption to provide homogeneous quantitative valuation. Each rotor-halves have been assessed ‘root-to-tip’
across designated span-wise positions against selected strengths of gust. Comparative analysis with normal
atmospheric condition indicated gradual loss of cumulative thrust during hover (15-40%) and forward flight
(10-30%) within the stipulated gust range and infers the risk of declining altitude. Protuberant imbalance of
thrust across the rotor disk during hover indicated the likelihood of lackadaisical half-pitched rolling motion.
However, during forward flight, the reduced discrepancy of thrust between the rotor halves signified gradual
loss of cruising speed with regards to the increasing gust strength for the specific rotorcraft model.
Experimental findings in this study exhibited prospect of appraisal with full-scale rotorcrafts.
Keywords: Rotorcraft, Gust wind, Induced flow, Rotor blade, Air speed
leaned towards autonomous control and disturbance
rejection requirements [5]-[10]. However, literature
concerning rotorcrafts against simulated wind gusts
is rather curbed, especially when it comes to
analyzing the rotor induced air-flow [11]-[13]. This
is primarily owing to the fact that conducting
aerodynamic tests on rotorcrafts, particularly in
wind tunnels, often proves to be intricate and pricey.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamics concurrent with rotorcrafts or
helicopters happens to be rather befuddling and it is
presaged that the engendered rotor wakes may
conceivably be stronger than those formed by a
fixed-wing aircraft of the same weight [1], [2].
Perilous catastrophes concerning rotorcrafts have
become more of a recurring matter as a consequence
of mechanical, electrical or structural failure.
Besides, every so often environmental disturbances
play a domineering role in rotorcraft related
accidents where gust hindrance transpires to be one
of the foremost natural cause. According to Voogt
and Doorn [3], full scale helicopter accidents are
predominantly dependent on different types of
operation; where a majority of fatal incidents during
flight are associated to the weather. Mashman [4]
on the other hand, stated that the most common
forms of turbulence faced by pilots include strong
surface winds and gradient winds, where
downdrafts and microbursts present a bigger threat
to helicopters compared to fixed-wing aircrafts.
Unmanned/micro rotary-wing aerial vehicles on the
other hand, are much more vulnerable to aggressive
environment than a full scale helicopter in flight.
Most of the contemporary reports involving
rotorcrafts in challenging environment are typically

1.1 Gust Wind
Wind is, by and large, an idiosyncratic and
tangible circulation of air wafting from a particular
trajectory [14]-[16]. Gust wind on the other hand, is
considered to be an abrupt and ephemeral upsurge
in wind velocity within a specified period of time
[17]-[19]. To characterize gusts in general, the peak
wind speed is required to reach at least 16 knots
(8.23 ms-1) where the variance between the peak
and lull wind speed needs to be a minimum of 9
knots (4.63 ms-1), while maintaining a duration no
greater than 20 seconds [20]-[22].
1.2 Simulated Artificial Wind Gust
Research on gust generation have received
attention from various engineering standpoints.
Numerous wind tunnels have been designed and
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built throughout the years, including multi-purpose,
low-speed and open-loop wind tunnels capable of
measuring turbulence, flow rate and pressure in the
test section in order to study an assortment of
engineering objects [23]-[25]. Pertinently, when it
comes to artificial gust generation, research work
conducted by Neumann and Mai [26] stands out
from the rest. In this study, the researchers
performed experiments through the utilization of a
transonic wind tunnel at Gottingen-Germany,
capable of generating flow speeds from 0.3 Ma to
1.8 Ma. The key constituent of this wind tunnel is a
built-in airfoil that can be excited in order to force
the air with a resulting wake, which however is the
generic gust. This oscillating airfoil is equipped to
execute different aerodynamic excitations which
can be harmonic or transient in nature. The airfoil,
having a cross-sectional form of NACA0010, was
mounted upstream of the wind tunnel in order to
operate as a gust generator. Here, the hydraulic
exciters operates in phase opposition, which abets
in varying the symmetrical airfoil’s angle of attack.
When it comes to forced pitched oscillation, this
gust generator has a maximum frequency (f) of 60
Hz. Even though this experimentation involved
reviewing the effects of synthetic gust on a wing
model; the method utilized here to generate generic
wind gusts can be considered one of most apposite
ways to conduct this kind of investigation involving
any relevant entities as ‘test-specimen’. Fig.1
demonstrates the schematic representation of
Neumann and Mai’s gust experiment set-up.

environmental disturbances, especially whether
related turbulences, tops the list of reasons [3], [33].
Despite the fact that rotor aerodynamics plays an
important role in understanding the rotorcraft’s
behavior with respect to the air flow, available
research work on the related theme is rather limited
and implores for attention. In view of that, this
paper aims to provide an insight into the rotor air
flow characteristics across the blade span in
response to artificially generated wind gusts. This is
to gain a developed understanding of the matter in
question, which could possibly be referred not only
amongst drones or RUAV’s, but with full scale
operational helicopters in some measure as well.
2. METHODOLOGY

Fig.1 Schematic of Neumann and Mai’s synthetic
gust experiment set-up on a wing model [31]

The concept of forced pitched oscillation
suggests that, an oscillating airfoil or wing is able to
generate gust wave while being subjected to
continuous flow of air [26]. This principle happens
to be one of the most fundamental approach towards
generating artificial wind gusts. Ordinarily, gust
generated through manual or artificial mechanism is
characterized through the features of frequency,
amplitude etc. Here, the referring speed is mostly
limited to the ‘source’ air-speed. However, it’s a
cogent inference that the air-speed would somewhat
vary from prior to post encounter of the oscillating
airfoil/wing. Meaning that, the wake of the airfoil
would have a different air-speed than that from the
source. Neumann and Mai [26], implemented
particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique to
measure the change in flow velocity by studying the
flow field behind the gust generator. However, the
investigation seemed to be deficient in both
idiosyncratic and concurrent valuation which could
be associated with the aerodynamic performance of
the test specimen in an analogous manner.
Predominantly attributable to the matter of
accessibility, pragmatism, cost and ancillary
limitations; this paper presents an unambiguous
experimentation approach which has been
conceived devoid the use of an actual wind tunnel
to generate artificial gust and quantify the rotor
induced air velocity.

1.3 Research Significance

2.1 Test Set-up

The usage of rotorcrafts have skyrocketed in the
recent past not only in military applications but in
our daily lives as well [27], [28]. Rotary-wing
unmanned aerial vehicles (RUAVs) are rapidly
finding their way to provide assistance in every
possible spectrum imaginable including aerial
imagery & mapping, surveillance, infrared
thermography in construction industry, product
shipping/delivery and many more [29]-[32]. With
the increased usage, comes the price of escalated
number of mishaps as well; where natural or

Fig.2 illustrates the summarized schematic
diagram for the set-up conceived for the experiment.
In this set-up, the steady flow of air is provided by
an 850 W industrial blower (fundamental features
are listed in Table 1). Positioned in front of the
blower is a symmetrical airfoil. Noticeably, the
leading edge of the airfoil is facing directly towards
the outlet of the air blower. Here, when the blower
diffuses perpetual flow of air, the airfoil’s wake is
capable of producing gust wave of different
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summarized in Table 2. Congruently, specification
of the motor and the speed controller designated for
oscillating the GGA are enlisted in Table 3 and
Table 4 respectively. It is understood that, the
distance between the blower and the GGA will have
a certain amount of effect on the strength of the gust.
What’s more, the distance from the GGA’s trailing
edge would have a distinct impact on the gust airspeed as well. This suggests that the strength of the
wake or in this case the gust strength endured by the
test object would actually vary with the increasing
or decreasing gap between the GGA. Appositely,
the test object in this case is an unmanned twisted
blade co-axial (2+2) helicopter capable of
producing a maximum gyration speed of ± 2500
RPM expending a 7.4 V 1500 mAh battery as power
source. Table 5 summarizes the specifications of the
test helicopter. Now, ahead of placing the subscale
helicopter downstream of the GGA; the strength or
the flow velocity of the blower and the gust airspeed generated by the oscillating GGA requires to
be quantified at alterable gap(s) between each other.
Pertinently, for this research, an anemometer
(Model: Skywatch Xplorer 2, accuracy ± 3%) is
used to measure all germane air-speed/velocity.

strengths while being oscillated at various
frequencies. The airfoil is in fact oscillated using an
astute combination of motor and linkage arm. The
number of oscillation (or the frequency) of the
airfoil is stalwartly related to the rotation/speed of
the 100 W motor; which however, is regulated using
a 13 khz speed controller. Here, instead of calling
the oscillating airfoil a wing or vane, it is denoted
as the ‘Gust Generating Airfoil’ or simply GGA.
Crafted from thin aluminum sheet, this GGA is in
fact shaped in the form of a NACA0014 airfoil
section. The primary reason behind selecting a
symmetrical airfoil is to generate a rather
homogeneous wave of gust, while minimizing the
variance between the magnitude of positive and
negative peaks. Besides, generating gust through
this mechanism has a likelihood of producing
sinusoidal gust waves [26]. The GGA has a span of
0.45 m with a chord length of 0.1 m. Prior to
oscillation, the pitching axis of the GGA is set to be
located at the ½ chord length. Some elemental
analysis have been performed on the GGA in order
to identify certain parameters including maximum
lift coefficient (Clmax), maximum angle of attack
(αmax) etc. Technical features of the GGA are

Fig.2 Comprehensive schematic representation of the gust experiment set-up and procedure

Table 2 Fundamental features of the GGA

Table 1 Technical parameters of the air blower
Item
Model

Specification
Ogawa (BF534).

Voltage

220V-240V 50/60Hz

Current

4A

Power

850W

RPM

L – 1080; M – 1200; H - 1350

Item
Airfoil Cross-section
Span
Chord Length
Pitching axis location
Maximum lift coefficient (Clmax)
Maximum angle of attack (αmax)
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Specification
NACA0014
0.45 m
0.10 m
At ½ chord
length
(≈) 1
± 13o
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Table 3 Specification of the motor designated for
oscillating the GGA
Item
Motor Type
Voltage
Rated Power
No load current
No load speed
Rate torque
Rate speed
Rate current
Efficiency
Transmission

capacity, the GGA is then positioned in front of the
blower. D1, D2 and D3 in this case correspondingly
refers to: the gap between the blower & airfoil’s
leading edge; the gap between airfoil’s trailing edge
& anemometer; and the gap between the blower &
anemometer. These gaps are varied while the GGA
is oscillated at a range of harmonic excitations in
order to regulate and quantify the different strengths
of gust that is being generated.
As the minimum required air-speed for gust is
8.23 ms-1 (or 16 knots) [20]-[22], three strengths of
gust have been deliberately decided on for this
investigation, these are: 8.5 ms-1, 9.0 ms-1 and 9.5
ms-1 respectively. Using a fitting gap between D1
and D2, a data-cluster is created with an array of
GGA oscillation frequencies along with their
corresponding air-speed. This data abets in
determining the required frequencies for the
specified strengths of gust through interpolation or
extrapolation. Once the concomitant oscillation
frequencies are determined, only then, the rotorcraft
is placed downstream of the GGA for quantitative
assessment. Appositely, the maximum angle of
attack for the GGA has been limited to ±10o using
the linkage arm connected to the motor; so if the
leading edge start from +10o, then pitched down to
-10o and then again pitched back up to +10o it would
have completed one oscillation. Refereeing to Fig.3,
the simulated gust strength is measured downstream
of the GGA at the horizontal level for both ‘pitched
up’ and ‘pitched down’ airfoil positions. These
level positions are demarcated as ‘positive phase’
(GGA trailing edge pitched up & leading edge
pitched down) and ‘negative phase’ (GGA trailing
edge pitched down & leading edge pitched up).
Based on the effectiveness, a rotor blade can be
divided into three sections. Moving from the center
to the outer tip of the main rotor, 25% of the blade
span is stall region, 45% of the blade span is the
driving region and 30% of the blade span is driven
region [1]. As the lower rotor provides primary
control for the test helicopter, therefore the halfrotor blade is also divided into comparable
segments. Fig. 4 shows the schematic illustration of
the measurement points for the half-rotor blade.
Starting from the root, the three regions are divided
into a total of eight measurement points. The stall
region hosts the first two points: point 1(P1[stall]) and
point 2 (P2[stall]). Subsequently, the driving and the
driven regions are divided into three points each.
Here, points 3, 4, 5 (or P3[Drive], P4[Drive], P5[Drive]
respectively) are located in the driving region;
followed by points 6, 7, 8 (or P6[Driven], P7[Driven],
P8[Driven] respectively) which are located in the
driven region. For static gauging, the remote
controlled rotorcraft is fixed on a test rig at a
dedicated testing space. Flight conditions for the
rotorcraft is achieved through its designated
wireless controls. When the lift distribution is in

Specification
Brush Non-gear Hub
24 V
100 W
< 0.55 A
3500 rpm
0.35 N.m
2800 rpm
< 6.0 A
> 68 %
Chain Sprocket
(9 teeth, pitch 6.35 mm)

Table 4 Specification of the motor speed controller
Item
Voltage Input
Power
Current
Frequency
PWM Duty Cycle

Specification
12 V - 40 V
400 w
8 A (Rated) , 10 A (Max)
13 khz
10-100%

Table 5 Specifications of the test helicopter
Item
Rotor Formation
Rotor Radius
Chord Length
Blade Type
Overall Length
Overall Height
Fuselage Length
Number of Blades
Primary Control
Power Source
RPM (Max)

Specification
Coaxial
0.26 m
0.044 m
Twisted
0.75 m
0.30 m
0.30 m
2+2
Lower Rotor
7.4 V 1500 mAh Li-poly
±2500

2.2 Quantitative Data Gauging Procedure
The induced air flow underneath the main rotor
is, in actual fact, the thrust that assertively provides
lift for the helicopter. During gust loading,
understandably, this thrust would be affected to
certain extent. Signifying that the main rotor blade
induced air flow needs to be evaluated both before
and after the implementation of artificially
generated wind gust. Here, the blower air-speed is
the first set of data that is required to be collected.
Refereeing back to Fig.2, prior to the inclusion of
the GGA and subscale helicopter in the arrangement
of the test set-up, the anemometer is positioned in
front of the blower. The air-speed is then measured
at variable distances (Do) from the outlet for three
basic regulated speed range; this includes - low
(1080 rpm), medium (1200 rpm) and high (1350
rpm). Soon after determining the blower range and
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question, the rotor disk is apportioned into ‘righthand & left-hand’ side (or R-H-S & L-H-S)
followed by ‘forward/advancing & aft/retreating’
side (or F/A-S & A/R-S) when viewed from front
and sideways respectively. Appositely, in each
context, gusts are set to be introduced horizontally
from the R-H-S flowing towards the main rotor.
During hover, the lift is commonly expected to be

balanced in each sides. However, during turning
flight, lift force is side-biased depending on the
maneuvering direction. Understandably so, if lift
distribution was homogenous, there wouldn’t be
any trajectory force vectors and thus no directional
motion of any kind. Fig.5 depicts the segmentation
of helicopter rotor during flight from basic
directional point of view.

Fig.3 Oscillation mechanism for the GGA and the phase position(s) for gauging gust air-speed

Fig.4 Schematic representation of ‘Root → Tip’ measurement points for half rotor blade

(a) Front View

(b) Side View

Fig.5. Segmentation of helicopter rotor during flight: (a) R-H-S & L-H-S (b) F/A-S & A/R-S
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frequencies corresponding to the stipulated gust
strengths though interpolation or extrapolation
within the maximum pitching restraint of ±10o. For
each frequency, the ceiling for delineated time-span
is 30 seconds. A reading is taken every 5 seconds
for each phase until the cycles are completed
separately. Constant gap for D1 (0.1 m), D2 (0.1 m)
and D3 (0.3 m) are perpetually maintained in order
to circumvent gradual attenuation of gust strength.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Artificially Generated Wind Gust

Blower Air Speed (ms-1)

The relationships between the blower air-speed
and the distance from its outlet - [Do] at differential
motor speeds are shown in Fig 6. Here, within a
meter range, the air velocity subsides gradually
while moving away from the outlet. The highest
velocity (18.1 ms-1) occurs at close vicinity when
the motor speed is set at ‘high (or 1350 rpm). This
eventually ascertains the fact that the blower is
adept of producing the required strength(s) of gust
for the principal experimentation.
20

1080 RPM
1200 RPM
1350 RPM
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(a) Side view
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Fig.6 Blower air-speed versus varying distance
from the outlet for a range of motor speeds

(b) Top view

The 3D schematic manifestation of the test
arrangement to measure the simulated gust loads is
shown in Fig.7. Gust air-speed is quantified with
regards to the positive and negative phase for each
gap. The values for the negative phase are assigned
negative magnitudes in order to provide a coherent
distinction from the positive phase quantities. The
gust air-speed against varying distance between the
GGA and anemometer - [D2], with respect to the
sequential shifting of the gaps in-between the
blower and the GGA - [D1] is plotted in Fig.8. The
data for positive and negative phase are coalesced
together with regards to their corresponding
positions. The GGA is arbitrarily oscillated at 1.5
Hz (in this case, 45 oscillations per 30 seconds) for
each measurement. From Fig.8, it can be noticed
that the gust air-speed wanes gradually while
moving away from the GGA (i.e. increase in D2).
This reduction in the gust air-speed appears to be
much more perceptible when the gap between the
blower and the GGA is altered (i.e. increase in D1).
There are perceptible variations in the positive and
negative phase values which are conceivably owing
to the common manufacturing erroneousness; these
variations are still exceedingly peripheral and
negligible to some extent.
Next, the gust air-speed is measured again, but
this time with reference to GGA frequency (f) of 0.5
Hz, 1.0 Hz, and 1.5 Hz for both positive and
negative phase respectively. This abets in forming a
data-cluster which enables to identify the

(c) Isometric view
Fig.7 Schematic manifestation of the test
arrangement to quantify artificially generated gust

Gust Air Speed (ms-1)

15
Positive Phase (+)
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5
0
-5
-10

Negative Phase (-)

-15
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Gap Between GGA & Anemometer - [D2] (m)
[D1] = 0.1 m
[D1] = 0.4 m

[D1] = 0.2 m
[D1] = 0.5 m

[D1] = 0.3 m
[D1] = 0.6 m

Fig.8 Combined positive-negative phase of gust airspeed against varying gaps of [D2] and [D1]
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15
Gust Air Speed (ms-1)

The gust air-speed against time for 0.5 Hz, 1.0
Hz and 1.5 Hz of GGA frequency (f) is given in
Fig.9. Here, the highest and lowest strengths of gust
transpire against the highest and lowest frequencies
respectively. The required frequencies are then
calculated using the data-cluster. By means of
interpolation, 8.5 ms-1, 9.0 ms-1 and 9.5 ms-1 of gust
requires a GGA frequency of (≈) 1.0 Hz, (≈) 1.2 Hz
and (≈) 1.3 Hz respectively. The fractions are
avoided to form even values. These values however,
correspond to the peak values set to be exhorted on
the subscale helicopter. As the variance between
peak and lull requires to be greater than 4.63 ms-1
[20]-[22], therefore, a common lull (3.9 ms-1) is
designated against all the other peak values.
Generated at (≈) 0.5 Hz, this air-speed of 3.9 ms-1
provides a difference greater than 9 knots (or > 4.63
ms-1) between the peak(s) and lull(s). During the
simulation of wind gust on the test helicopter, each
peak and lull values are manually given a period of
5 seconds to complete a singular cycle of 10
seconds. While forming a square waveform signal
of transient state through concurrent assimilation of
peak and lull values. The specified ranges of
simulated wind gusts against coordinated time span
accounted for the experimentation are described in
Fig.10.

Positive
Phase (+)
D1 = 0.1
D2 = 0.1
D3 = 0.3

10
5
0

Negative
Phase (-)
D1 = 0.1
D2 = 0.1
D3 = 0.3

-5
-10
-15
0

10

20
Time (s)

f = 0.5 [Positive Phase (+)]
f = 1.0 [Positive Phase (+)]
f = 1.5 [Positive Phase (+)]

30

40

f = 0.5 [Negative Phase (-)]
f = 1.0 [Negative Phase (-)]
f = 1.5 [Negative Phase (-)]

Fig.9 Gust air speed versus time with regards to an
array of oscillation frequencies
Gust Air Speed (ms-1)
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f (0.5) ≈ 3.9 m/s & f (1.0) ≈ 8.5 m/s

(a) Contrived gust wave with 8.5 ms-1 peak (f ≈ 1.0 Hz)
and 3.9 ms-1 lull (f ≈ 0.5 Hz)

3.2 Rotor Induced Aerodynamic Flow

12
Gust Air Speed (ms-1)

The thrust or induced aerodynamic flow through
the rotor eventually provides lift by staying true to
Newton's Third Law of Motion. Therefore, gauging
the span-wise air-speed/velocity underneath the
rotor essentially presents an overview of the lift
distribution. The graphic representation of the test
set-up for quantitative investigation concerning the
effects of simulated wind gusts on the rotor induced
air flow performance of the test helicopter during
hover and forward flight is included in Fig.11.

Duration of Each Cycle (5 s + 5 s = 10 s)

Constant
D1 = 0.1 m
D2 = 0.1 m
D3 = 0.3 m

Peak

9
6

Mean

3

Difference
Between
Peak and Lull
(> 4.6 ms-1)

Lull

0
0

5

10
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20
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35

Time (s)
f (0.5) ≈ 3.9 m/s & f (1.2) ≈ 9.0 m/s

(b) Contrived gust wave with 9.0 ms-1 peak (f ≈ 1.2 Hz)
and 3.9 ms-1 lull (f ≈ 0.5 Hz)

3.2.1 Hovering Flight State
In Fig.12, the span-wise induced air-speed(s) are
plotted against their demarcated position(s) during
hover. In normal condition, P2[stall] through P6[Driven]
indicated steady rise in rotor induced velocity,
followed by its gradual attenuation through P7[Driven]
and P8[Driven] for both R-H-S and L-H-S. Positions
P4[Drive], P5[Drive] and P6[Driven] recorded the highest
magnitudes in the driving and driven region without
any surrounding gusts. When gusts are introduced,
P8[Driven] on the R-H-S remains closest to the release
zone. Here, for each gust loading, P8[Driven] reveals
no presence of thrust/lift. P1[stall] and P2[stall] indicated
rebuffed input in lift generation. Perpetual increase
in gust strength points out loss of cumulative thrust
on the R-H-S. Cumulative thrust is essentially the
area under the curve from P1[Stall] through P8[Driven].

Gust Air Speed (ms-1)

12

Duration of Each Cycle (5 s + 5 s = 10 s)
Peak

Constant
D1 = 0.1 m
D2 = 0.1 m
D3 = 0.3 m

9
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Mean
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Peak and Lull
(> 4.6 ms-1)

Lull

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Time (s)
f (0.5) ≈ 3.9 m/s & f (1.3) ≈ 9.5 m/s

(c) Contrived gust wave with 9.5 ms-1 peak (f ≈ 1.3 Hz)
and 3.9 ms-1 lull (f ≈ 0.5 Hz)

Fig.10 Gust air-speed against synchronized time
span simulated through harmonic oscillation
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Nevertheless, this disparity between the sides is
essential in achieving forward motion as the force
vector components are resolved with regards to the
tilted rotor. In fact, the resolution of vector forces is
a typical requirement for a rotorcraft in order to
achieve any kind of directional flight.
During gust loading, P1[Stall] and P2[Stall], remains
inept in lift generation. On the driving region,
P3[Drive] emerges to lose lift for each sides during 9.5
ms-1 of gust . This implies that, for increasing gust,
the gradual attenuation of thrust/lift may occur from
root-to-tip of the rotor blade. With regards to the
rising gust strength, F/A-S loses around 20 % to
50% of thrust; whereas for A/R-S, this loss is
around 10 % to 30%. This indicates that there will
be significant reduction in altitude during gust
loading. These loads also cause the reduction in the
variance (less than 20 %) of thrust between F/A-S
and A/R-S signifying the decline of magnitude for
directional force vector component. Hence, the
rotorcraft will also tend to lose cruising speed in
response to the increasing gust loads.

(a) Side View

Induced air speed (ms-1)

(b) Top View

(c) Isometric View
Fig.11 Schematic interpretation of the gust-test
arrangement intended for the designated helicopter
The effect of gust is not as flashy on L-H-S as
compared to R-H-S. When gusts are introduced, LH-S loses approximately 15% to 30% of cumulative
thrust compared to normal condition; whereas, RH-S loses around 40 % to 70 % of total thrust. Loss
of thrust signifies loss of altitude. Evidently, R-H-S
loses around 15 % to 40 % more thrust compared to
L-H-S. This imbalance of thrust/lift will cause the
helicopter to experience half-pitched rolling
susceptibility during gust loading. To avert any
rollover, the gust endured side must gain or the
opposite side must lose lift rapidly. Conceivably,
this can be achieved by using rotor blades with
morphing capabilities where this original idea
utterly begs for introspective research.
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3.2.2 Forward Flight State
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The blade induced air flow is quantified from
P1[Stall] until P8[Driven] during forward flight and
plotted through the graph(s) in Fig.13. In normal
condition, the thrust/lift distribution indicates
similar pattern from ‘root-to-tip’ compared to hover,
where there is a steady rise past the stall region and
followed by gradual waning beyond the half rotor
blade span. There is, however, imbalance of total
thrust between the sides, where F/A-S generates
almost 20 % less thrust compared to A/R-S.
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Fig.12 Blade induced air-speed against marked
span-wise positions with regards to differential gust
loading during hover
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4. CONCLUSION
In this study, artificial gusts were generated
through forced pitched oscillation in order to review
its effects on an unmanned helicopter’s rotor
induced flow performance. Within the specified
gust range, the following conclusions could be
drawn based on the findings:
i. During hovering state, the cumulative magnitude
and distribution pattern of the induced airspeed/thrust/lift indicated the risk of declining
altitude and half-pitched rolling motion within
the gust duration for the specified rotorcraft.
ii. During forward flight state, for the same
governing factors, the rotorcraft indicated
liability to declining altitude, along with the
reduction in cruising speed as well.
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